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REGULATORY AND AUDIT COMMITTEE
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Thursday 13 February 2020

Time:

9.00 am
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Mezzanine Room 1, County Hall, Aylesbury

WEBCASTING NOTICE
Please note: this meeting may be filmed for broadcast via the Council's internet site - at the
start of the meeting the Chairman will confirm if all or part of the meeting is being filmed.
You should be aware that the Council is a Data Controller under the Data Protection Act. Data
collected during this webcast will be retained in accordance with the Council’s published
policy.
Therefore by entering the meeting room, you are consenting to being filmed and to the
possible use of those images and sound recordings for webcasting and/or training purposes.
If you have any queries regarding this, please contact Democratic Services on 01296 382343.
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APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE / CHANGES IN MEMBERSHIP
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2

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
To disclose any Personal or Disclosable Pecuniary Interests
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MINUTES
To agree the minutes of the meeting held 20 November 2020

4a
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL STATEMENT OF
ACCOUNTS 2018/19

Page No

5 - 14
09:05

15 - 18

To be presented by Mr I Murray, External Auditor, Grant
Thornton
4b
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL PENSION FUND
ACCOUNTS 2018/19
Verbal update to be presented by Ms R Martinig, Pensions and
Investment Accountant, Buckinghamshire County Council

09:30

5

09:40
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Follow

09:50

To
Follow

VALUE FOR MONEY STATEMENT
To be presented by Mr I Murray, External Auditor, Grant
Thornton

6

AUDIT FINDINGS
To be presented by Mr I Murray, External Auditor, Grant
Thornton

7

STANDING ORDER EXEMPTIONS AND BREACHES
To be presented by Mr C Sendell-Price, Head of Procurement,
Buckinghamshire County Council

10:00

19 - 26

8

2019/20 BUSINESS ASSURANCE STRATEGY UPDATE
To be presented by Ms M Gibb, Head of Business Assurance,
Buckinghamshire County Council

10:15

27 - 52

9

EXCLUSION OF THE PRESS AND PUBLIC
To resolve to exclude the press and public as the following
item is exempt by virtue of Paragraph 3 of Part 1 of
Schedule 12a of the Local Government Act 1972 because it
contains information relating to the financial or business
affairs of any particular person (including the authority
holding that information)

10:25

10

CONFIDENTIAL MINUTES
To agree the confidential minutes of the meeting held 20
November 2019

11

STANDING ORDERS EXEMPTIONS AND BREACHES
(PRIVATE)
To be presented by Mr C Sendell-Price, Head of Procurement,
Buckinghamshire County Council

10:30

57 - 68

12

2019/20 BUSINESS ASSURANCE STRATEGY UPDATE
(INCLUDING OUTSTANDING MANAGEMENT AUDIT
ACTIONS)

10:45

69 - 82

53 - 56

To be presented by Ms M Gibb, Head of Business Assurance,
Buckinghamshire County Council
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DATE AND TIME OF NEXT MEETING
25 March 2020, 9:00am, Mezzanine Room 1
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383042,
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Buckinghamshire County Council
Visit democracy.buckscc.gov.uk for councillor
information and email alerts for local meetings

Minutes

REGULATORY AND AUDIT COMMITTEE

MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE REGULATORY AND AUDIT COMMITTEE HELD ON
WEDNESDAY 20 NOVEMBER 2019 IN MEZZANINE ROOM 1, COUNTY HALL,
AYLESBURY, COMMENCING AT 8.36 AM AND CONCLUDING AT 11.27 AM.
MEMBERS PRESENT
Mr W Bendyshe-Brown
Mr T Butcher (Vice-Chairman)
Mr A Christensen
Mr D Martin (Chairman)
Mr D Watson
Ms A Wight
OTHERS IN ATTENDANCE
Mr R Ambrose, Director of Finance & Procurement, Service Director, Finance and Commercial
Services
Ms J Edwards, Pensions and Investments Manager
Ms M Gibb, Head of Business Assurance
Mr J Hollis, Head of Legal and Compliance, Buckinghamshire County Council
Ms R Martinig, Pensions & Investments Accountant
Mrs K Mitchelmore, Corporate Complaints Manager, BCC
Mr I Murray, Manager - Assurance, Grant Thornton Auditors, Grant Thornton
Mr S Turner, Grant Thornton
Ms A Williams, Committee Assistant
1

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE / CHANGES IN MEMBERSHIP

Apologies were received from Ms S Ashmead, Mr L Whitehead, Ms S Harlock, Mr S Lambert
and Mr P Martin.
The Chairman stated that Buckinghamshire County Council had to observe purdah
requirements due to the general election on 12 December 2019 and read out the following
statement:
“As this meeting is being webcast, can I remind members to observe purdah requirements as
we are in the pre-election period for the forthcoming general election.
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For the Council, it still remains very much business as usual, which is why our formal meetings
are continuing. However can I ask members to ensure that any comments made during our
discussions relate directly to our agenda items and are not seen as, or could be perceived to
be, political in nature.
I hope you understand and will adhere to this requirement during this period of heightened
sensitivity. If there are any questions on this issue, please raise them now before we begin the
formal agenda.”
2

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST

There were none.
3

MINUTES

There were no matters arising.
RESOLVED: The minutes of the meeting held on 30 July 2019 were AGREED as an
accurate record and signed by the Chairman.
4

ANNUAL ACCOUNTS- EXTERNAL AUDIT

Mr R Ambrose, Director of Finance and Procurement presented a verbal update and
highlighted the following:
 The audit for the main accounts was not yet completed; however the updated accounts
along with the audit findings report had been received.
 The main accounts were not complete due to asset valuations.
Buckinghamshire
County Council (BCC) had adopted the same approach used for previous years, but the
requirements of the external auditors had increased which had caused delays in the
process.
 All issues around asset valuations would not affect the bottom line but would affect the
balance sheet.
 The two outstanding issues were highlighted:
o The valuation from Greatmoor- The plan to value in 2021 was questioned by
Grant Thornton as specialist valuers were required. An approach had since
been agreed and the valuation would be completed.
o The five year asset revaluation programme- The programme entailed the
valuation of 20% of the assets each year meaning that all assets would be
valued over a 5 year period. Grant Thornton had queried the programme due to
the increase in value of 20% of the assets. Discussions took place to resolve the
other 80% of assets. Grant Thornton had made the decision to employ their own
valuer to test the assumptions made by BCC’s valuer on the value of 100% of
the assets. At the time of the meeting the valuer had not been employed by
Grant Thornton and the values were not received. Upon receipt of the values the
accounts could be closed.
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Lessons had been learned and internal discussions had taken place on how the overall
process could be improved.

The following points were highlighted in response to questions raised by members of the
committee:
 Concerns were expressed that council tax payers would be affected by the delays
caused by asset values. It was clarified that while the frustration was appreciated,
assurance that the statements were correct was important. The issue would have no
impact on council tax.
 Recent external factors had an impact on the process this year.
 The new criteria required the use of an external reviewer, but a separate external
auditor was required to ensure standards were being met.
Mr I Murray, External Auditor, Grant Thornton provided a verbal update and highlighted the
following:






Valuations were not an exact science thereforethis was a main focus for auditors who
were required to approach areas with scepticism.
The previous expectations of PSAA Ltd were that the majority of audits were required to
be rated as 2b and above. Changes had been made meaning that the majority was
now required to be rated as 2a and above, so expectations had increased. This had
generated extra work compared with previous years.
Clients were asked to assess the potential impact of the 80% of portfolio not valuated.
Grant Thornton would normally rely on a management expert and examine key
assumptions to use for assurances. However the changes required an internal expert
to be used, which had led to the commissioning of an extra piece of work.

The following points were highlighted and discussed in response to questions raised by
members of the committee:







The Chairman asked if assurance could be given that Grant Thornton had
communicated the new requirements to BCC in a timely manner to avoid delays. In
response it was stated that appropriate time had been given.
The response from BCC had been slower than other authorities, and a greater level of
detail had been requested from officers, which took more time. Lessons had been
learned regarding clarity of communication.
Grant Thornton could provide support and communication but could not commission or
instruct valuers.
The Chairman highlighted that historically BCC officers had taken pride in producing
accounts early and to high standards.
Grant Thornton highlighted that the suggestions made by Mr Ambrose sounded
sensible and in line with other organisations.
Conversations needed to take place in advance and not within the accounts window.
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Independent valuers could not be jointly commissioned. It was not unusual for larger
councils to employ their own valuers.



Members asked if assurance could be given that the accounts would be signed off at
the next Regulatory and Audit Committee Meeting on 20 January 2020. It was
highlighted that the valuation piece would be completed before the Christmas period,
and Grant Thornton would be in a position to sign off accounts at the beginning of 2020.

RESOLVED: The Committee NOTED the verbal update.
4A

COUNTY COUNCIL ACCOUNTS- DRAFT AUDIT FINDINGS REPORT

The accounts would be brought to the committee in January 2020 and should not have
received any significant changes.
Mr Murray, External Auditor, Grant Thornton presented the report and highlighted the
following:








The only outstanding area was work around revaluations. There were some internal
processes to go through but it was most effective to complete the cash flow statement
last.
A recommendation had been made around the assurance that correct processes were
consistently followed.
Grant Thornton were satisfied that there were no major causes for concern.
Plant equipment was a much lower risk for property client and equipment valuations.
The McCloud case would continue to have an impact on pension fund liability until the
judgement was resolved.
The action plan had highlighted four issues which were not highly significant but were
classed as medium risks. Actions had been agreed with BCC management to mitigate
risks.
The latest version of the accounts was received by Grant Thornton the day before the
meeting and all suggested changes from the action plan had been applied. Further
actions would be agreed following the valuations.

The following points were highlighted and discussed in response to questions raised by
members of the committee:



As a result of the McCloud judgement, changes had been made to the local government
pension scheme and public service pensions. The case was a discrimination case and
had gone through legal proceedings which were found in favour of the plaintive.
Mr Ambrose would report directly to committee members if any risks were identified.
ACTION: Mr Ambrose

RESOLVED: The committee NOTED the report.
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4B

PENSION FUND ACCOUNTS

Ms J Edwards, Pensions & Investments Manager presented the report and highlighted the
following:


The statement was brought to the committee in July 2019. The changes applied
following the meeting were highlighted in blue and further changes were highlighted in
pink.

The major changes in the report were highlighted:





Page 27- change to 31st March 2018 loans and receivables cash deposits figure. This
was previously listed as £127 million but had been corrected to £121 million.
Page 36- Contributions to the pension fund were previously listed as £40.3 million. As a
result of the audit the figure had increased to £45.1 million.
Page 39- Pension fund liability had increased from £38 million to £1.792 billion.
Page 26- there were significant changes as a result of moving assets to the Brunel
partnership.
The partnership was on track to accumulate savings of £718 million
across the 10 funds and was expected to break even in 2023.

The following points were highlighted and discussed in response to questions raised by
members of the committee:


Members enquired as to what other funds were not being managed by Brunel. It was
highlighted that property pooled funds were required to be listed as a separate item.

RESOLVED: The Committee NOTED the report.
5

VALUE FOR MONEY STATEMENT

Mr Murray, External Auditor, Grant Thornton presented the report and highlighted the
following:




The overall conclusion would be a “qualified except for” conclusion. The basis for the
conclusion was the result of the Ofsted inspection of children’s services; however the
improvement journey was taken into account.
The measures put in place were considered “adequate” and would be reflected in the
value for money statement.
There were no significant causes for concern in preparations for unitary.

RESOLVED: the Committee NOTED the report.
6

COMPLIMENTS AND COMPLAINTS ANNUAL REPORT

9

Ms K Mitchelmore, Legal Team Leader, Buckinghamshire County Council (BCC) presented
the report and highlighted the following:







The figures and statistics followed similar patterns from previous years based on the
number of complaints received. The numbers continued to increase.
The number of compliments had dipped, but the reason was unknown.
The main basis of complaints was around the quality of service.
The numbers of statutory complaints received remained steady. Within the last year all
complaint response times had improved.
Comparisons had been shared with service areas.
There was an increase in the number of complaints, but the increase was not significant
and was not related to any specific areas.

The following points were highlighted and discussed in response to questions raised by
members of the committee:













The process of stage 1 complaints being escalated to stage 2 complaints was
explained; stage 1 complaints were investigated by officers within the specific
service. The complaints team monitored the response from the service and if the
information was unclear it would be investigated.
The process was in line with the complaints processes used by other local
authorities. A resident filing a complaint could request that it was escalated to stage
2 if they were dissatisfied with the stage 1 response.
The expected response time for Children’s Services statutory complaints was 10
days, however the complaints team could use discretion to extend the deadline to 20
days. The 10 day deadline was missed 49% of the time and work was being done to
improve quality of the response and the response time. Children’s Services
complaints could be complex and take longer.
There had been problems with the reporting data base for the online reporting tool
Fix My Street. Members of the committee enquired as to whether complaint data
was not being translated properly. There had been issues with miscommunication
with customers.
Members expressed concerns that in the unitary authority there would be a greater
capacity for complaints.
Residents were dissatisfied with having to chase an answer and would prefer to be
given a clear answer sooner.
Preparations were underway for the unitary council.
The BCC complaints team
was working with district council colleagues and the teams had collectively drafted a
complaints policy for the new organisation. All current existing authorities within
Buckinghamshire had a two stage process which simplified the formation of the
unitary policy.
BCC complaints officers had participated in training at St Mary’s University.
Consideration into future training methods needed to be considered for unitary.
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From 1 April 2018- 12 November 2018 there were 323 stage 1 complaints received.
From 1 April 2019- 12 November 2019 there were 623 stage 1 complaints received.
The majority of the complaints were received in the last quarter.
In the previous financial year 17 stage 1 complaints had been filed for Children’s
Services and Client Transport. This year 144 stage 1 complaints for the business
units had been received.
In the previous financial year the Special Educational Needs (SEN) team had
received 36 stage 1 complaints. This year the team had received 106.
The stage 2 complaints trends were the same as previous years.
Lessons had been learned to improve communication with customers going into the
unitary council.

RESOLVED: The Committee NOTED the report.
7

TREASURY MANAGEMENT MID YEAR REPORT

Ms Edwards, Pensions & Investments Manager presented the report and highlighted the
following:








The mid-year position of BCC’s treasury management activity was reported each year.
The strategy was approved in February 2019. The report showed that in September
2019 the net-cash position was -£256.1 million. The total treasury cash was £26.2
million with borrowings of £282.3 million
Arlene Close (financial advisors) anticipated that the interest rates would remain at
0.75%.
It was expected that the organisation would pay £8.7 million interest on loans, similar to
the amount paid last year.
It was expected that the organisation would pay £489,000 in interest on cash balances.
The Public Works Loan Board had increased the interest on loan rates by 1% which
would affect loans going forward.
Any amount required to be borrowed that exceeded the authorised limit would have to
be approved by County Council for authorisation.

The following points were highlighted and discussed in response to questions raised by
members of the committee:




The policy was to try and move away from Lender Option Borrower Option (LOBO)
borrowings but not at any additional cost. This would be advised by Arlene Close.
The PWLB had increased their interest rates with no consultation as borrowing was
extremely high compared to previous years and this was causing concerns from central
government.
The borrowing rate changed on a daily basis but was historically low. This would not
affect existing loans.
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RESOLVED: The Committee NOTED the report and AGREED to recommend the report
to County Council.
8

RISK MANAGEMENT GROUP UPDATE

Ms M Gibb, Head of Business Assurance provided a verbal update and highlighted the
following:


The final Risk Management Group meeting was held on 10 October 2019. The meeting
had covered business continuity management and debt management within all the
business units.

RESOLVED: The committee NOTED the update.
9

2019/20 BUSINESS ASSURANCE STRATEGY UPDATE

Ms Gibb, Head of Business Assurance presented the update and highlighted the following:










The Risk Management internal audit and anti- fraud work was presented to the audit
board the previous week.
One of the senior auditors within resources on a secondment had been offered a full
time role. The role would become a vacancy.
Members of the business assurance team were working with procurement colleagues to
improve the overall robustness around processes.
Business Assurance was working in conjunction with the Business Improvement team.
A number of internal audits were at the draft report stage. Unitary work was having an
impact on the team and workstreams.
There had been a good response to the organisation-wide fraud awareness survey.
Mr M Frost, Audit Manager was delivering fraud awareness sessions across the
organisation.
A number of reports were currently in draft stage. In January the final reports would be
presented to the committee.
There were plans in place to get as much audit activity presented to the Committee as
possible in January 2020 to make it easier for the unitary transition.

The following points were highlighted and discussed in response to questions raised by
members of the committee:




Progress against audit plans continued to be maintained. Flexibility was necessary with
regards to priorities but the key work was being delivered. Additional resources would
be brought in to resolve any capacity issues.
BCC were delivering counter fraud work to Oxfordshire County Council which would be
charged for to fund any back fill resources required.
Fraud team staff members from Wycome District Council were looking to provide audit
support for BCC.
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RESOLVED: The committee NOTED the report.
10

DATE AND TIME OF NEXT MEETING

20th January 2020, 9:00am, Mezzanine Room 1.
11

EXCLUSION OF THE PRESS AND PUBLIC

RESOLVED
That the press and public be excluded for the following item which is exempt by virtue
of Paragraph 3 of Part 1 of Schedule 12a of the Local Government Act 1972 because it
contains information relating to the financial or business affairs of any particular
person (including the authority holding that information)
12

CONFIDENTIAL MINUTES

RESOLVED: The confidential minutes of the meeting held on 30 July 2019 were
AGREED as an accurate record and signed by the Chairman.
13

STANDING ORDERS EXEMPTIONS / BREACHES

14

2019/20 BUSINESS ASSURANCE STRATEGY UPDATE- PRIVATE

15

PRIVATE SESSION WITH INTERNAL AUDITOR

CHAIRMAN
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Agenda Item 4a

Buckinghamshire County Council
Visit www.buckscc.gov.uk/democracy for councillor
information and email alerts for local meetings

Regulatory and Audit Committee
Title:

Statement of Accounts for the year ended 31 March
2019

Date:

13th February 2020

Author:

Richard Ambrose –Director of Finance & Procurement

Contact officer:

Luke Whitehead – Finance Accountancy Lead
Telephone (01296) 383006

Electoral divisions affected:

All

Summary
To present Grant Thornton’s draft report on any significant findings from its audit of the
Council’s Statement of Accounts and Pension Fund.
On 21 May 2018 this Committee received the Unaudited Statement of Accounts for the
Council and Pension Fund. At that stage the audit of the accounts had not commenced.
Representatives from Grant Thornton will provide an update on their findings at the meeting as
detailed in their Audit Findings Report for 2018-19.
At the previous meeting of this committee the Pension Fund accounts were reviewed and
agreed, these are now attached at the end of the BCC accounts for information. The
committee will need to formally sign off the Pension Fund accounts today.
Subject to the satisfactory resolution of the normal audit processes, we anticipate that Grant
Thornton will provide an unqualified opinion on the financial statements for the Council and
Pension Fund.
Value for money conclusion
The Council is responsible for putting in place proper arrangements to:
• secure economy, efficiency and effectiveness in the use of resources;
• ensure proper stewardship and governance; and
• review regularly the adequacy and effectiveness of these arrangements.
Grant Thornton provide a VFM conclusion based on whether the Council has proper
arrangements in place for securing financial resilience and whether the Council has proper
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arrangements for challenging how it secures economy, efficiency and effectiveness in the
prioritisation of resources.
Due to the outcome of the recent Ofsted inspection of Children’s Services Grant Thornton
have concluded that ‘except for the matter we identified in respect of children’s services, the
Council has proper arrangements in all significant respects’. Therefore Grant Thornton
propose to give the Council a qualified ‘except for’ conclusion on the arrangements for
securing economy, efficient and effectiveness in its use of resources.
Recommendation
That the Committee considers its response to the matters raised by Grant Thornton in
their Audit Findings Report 2018-19 and agrees that the Statement of Accounts for
Buckinghamshire County Council and Pension Fund for the financial year ended 31
March 2019 can be signed by the Chairman of this Committee.
That the Committee approves the Letters of Representation on behalf of the Council
and Pension Fund and agrees that they can be signed by the Chairman of this
Committee.
That the Committee agrees the response to the proposed action plan within the Audit
Findings Reports for the Council and Pension Fund.
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Statement of Accounts – Buckinghamshire County Council
Since the last meeting of this committee in November these are the main adjustments to the
financial statements that have been made as a consequence of the audit and have been
agreed with Grant Thornton:
Property, Plant & Equipment Revaluations
As discussed at the previous meeting of this committee an obligation now exists to prove that
the valuation of the assets in the Council’s Balance Sheet is materially correct as at the
Balance Sheet Date. To meet this obligation the Council has undertaken an indexation
exercise to revalue the c.80% of assets that have not been revalued during the 2018/19
financial year.
A large part of this revaluation exercise relates to prior years, therefore it has been necessary
to restate the prior year (2017/18) Balance Sheet. There was a £40.254m increase in PPE and
a corresponding (£40.254m) posting to Unusable Reserves.
There has also been an impact to the CIES of £40.456m, changing the Surplus on Revaluation
of Non-Current Assets from £60.820m to £104.276m
This restatement has also affected note 15 Property, Plant & Equipment and note 26 Unusable
Reserves.
There was no overall impact on the General Fund balance. A number of other disclosure
items have also been amended as listed within the Audit Findings Report. A copy of the
Statement of Accounts as amended and to be approved is included as part of the papers.
Supporting information to include the following if a decision is being requested:
Resource implications
The overall position on the General Fund reserve is a decrease of £0.973m to £26.420m.
Earmarked reserves have reduced by £17.211m to £82.024m. The overall outturn has not
changed following the audit.
Legal implications
None
Other implications/issues
None
Feedback from consultation, Local Area Forums and Local Member views (if relevant)
None
Background Papers
Statement of Accounts for the year ended 31 March 2019 – BCC
Letter of Representation – BCC (to be provided by Grant Thornton)
Draft Audit Findings Report 2018-19- BCC (to be provided by Grant Thornton)
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Agenda Item 7

Regulatory and Audit Committee
Title:

Contract Standing Orders - Exemptions / Breaches

Date:

13 February 2020

Author:

Cael Sendell-Price JP

Contact officer:

Cael Sendell-Price JP (01296) 674841

Local members affected:

N/A

For press enquiries concerning this report, please contact the media office on 01296
382444
Summary
This report provides an updated summary in relation to compliance with the
Council’s Standing Orders relating to Contracts (CSO) and compliance with the
Public Contracts Regulations 2015
The reporting period covers the following periods:



1st April 2018 until 31st March 2019
1st April 2019 until 31st December 2019

Recommendation
Members are asked to note this report.
1. Background
The Committee have received previous reports on this subject, the last presented on
30th July 2019.
2. Standing Orders Relating to Contracts, Exemptions and Breaches
Standing Order 7 of the Contract Standing Orders states that all purchases over
£25K must be subject to competition.
Standing Order 5 allows an exemption to the requirement for competition and allows
a contract to be placed by direct negotiation with one or more suppliers.
Exemptions under this Order, however, cannot be granted if EU Regulations apply:
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 The goods and services threshold was £181,302. From January 2020 the
threshold is £189,330.
 The light touch threshold was £615,278. From January 2020 the threshold for
light touch is £663,540.
 The works threshold was £4,551,413. From January 2020 the EU threshold
for works is £4,733,252.
If a direct award is made which is above this threshold (if a legal alternative such as
a Framework is not used) a breach has occurred and officers are obliged to report
this to the S151 and monitoring officer (statutory officers). In some instances there
may be legal permitted changes within the Public Contracts Regulations 2015 which
fall out of scope from these reporting requirements.
3. Exemptions
Procurement carries out commercial assessments on all exemptions using a riskbased approach. Legal and financial input is requested when appropriate.
Any exemption which exceeds £50k must have a financial assessment by the Head
of Finance of the particular Business Unit.
All exemptions are assessed by the S151 Officer. For an exemption below 50K this
is delegated to the Procurement team.
For exemptions over £50k the final sign off is provided by the Head of Procurement,
Executive Director for that Business Unit and by the Cabinet Member or Portfolio
Holder.
The main factors considered in how the risk rating is arrived at include:








The value of the contract and previous spend on the contract
Reasons for the exemption e.g. only one supplier able to deliver, disruption to
service
Any risks associated with the particular supplier
Whether the marketplace is prone to challenge
The requirement is a one-time requirement
There is an on-going requirement but a compliant procurement process is
underway or substantially planned
Possible reputational damage

Impact of the unitary decision
The procurement teams from all 5 authorities have analysed all current contracts in
order to seek opportunities for harmonisation and cost savings. In order to align
dates and contract options, where necessary exemptions have been allowed which
is reflected in the increased numbers of exemptions processed in this period.
Exemptions summary complete F/Y 18/19
Page 2 of 8
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There were 14 completed exemptions.



The total value of exemptions approved during 18/19 is £1,141,181.



The highest value exemption was for £388,392. This related to a social care
contract and legal advised that although this was in excess of the thresholds set
out by CSO it was not a breach of EU thresholds (social care services have a
threshold of £615,278 and therefore this was treated as an exemption and not a
breach.



The lowest value exemption was for £15,630

Exemption summary Quarters 1-3 F/Y 19/20


There were 25 completed exemptions which is far higher than 9 for the same
period in 18/19, this is due to the work on the unitary programme.



The total value of exemptions approved during this period is £2,996,821.



The highest value exemption was for *£492,676. This relates to a social care
contract for Home from Hospital which falls under the social care services
threshold of £615,278 and therefore treated as an exemption.



The lowest value exemption was for £20,000.

Please see Appendix one, figures 1, 2 and 3 for a breakdown of these exemptions.
4.

Breaches to Public Contracts Regulations 2015

Three breaches have been reported to the Statutory Officers in the period since the
last report. Please see Confidential Appendix 2 for the full report.
5.

Publication of Opportunities and Award Notices

The Public Contracts Regulations 2015 require Local Authorities to publish contract
opportunities and award notices on the Government website Contracts Finder where
the value is above their own quotation threshold.
In addition the Government Transparency Agenda requires all contracts with a value
of 5K and higher to be published.
The Crown Commercial Service (CCS) is still considering the sanctions that will
apply for non-compliance with these requirements. Currently CCS is monitoring
these areas via a Procurement Review Service (previously the Mystery Shopping
Service).

Page 3 of 8
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BCC meets these 2 requirements by including a ‘Contract Award’ step in the esourcing system for all 5K contracts which then publishes the Contract Notice
electronically to ensure compliance.
Other LA’s have adopted a different approach e.g. publishing details of 5K +
contracts on their own webpages. There is no standard approach to meeting these
requirements which allows comparisons or any benchmarking with other Authorities.
The different quotation thresholds that Authorities use also make comparisons
difficult.
For the period 1st April 2019 – 31st December 2019 a total of 651 projects were
started in ProContract and approximately 78% have a completed award notice on
Contracts Finder.
Quarterly reports are issued to officers to remind them to complete this step and
these reports are also sent to the Business Unit Finance Head of Procurement.
The Council have been reviewed by the Procurement Review Service for a
procurement exercise carried out by IT. A bidder complained to the Procurement
Review Service and the Council was investigated. The Procurement Review Service
ruled in the Council’s favour and held that the Council had acted fairly and legally.
There were therefore no grounds for the bidder’s complaint.

Page 4 of 8
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Appendix 1 – Data Tables
Fig. 1 - Data summary
Summary of all Exemption to Standing Orders registered during Complete Fiscal Year 18/19 and Q1-Q3 2019/20
Summary FY 2018/19

Qtr. 1

Qtr. 2

Qtr. 3

Qtr. 4

Total

Total number. of exemptions registered

4

3

3

5

15

Total number. of exemptions cancelled during process

1

0

0

0

1

Lowest value exemption

£43,500

£50,000

£16,250

£15,630

Highest value exemption

£388,392*

£175,875

£100,250

£81,265

1

2

1

1

Total value of retrospective exemptions

£45,000

£102,950

£44,000

£15,630

Total value of all exemptions

£476,892

£278,825

£164,500

£220,964

Total no. of exemptions raised retrospectively

5

£1,141,181
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*Legal advised that although this was in excess of the thresholds set out by CSO it was not a breach of EU thresholds (social care services have a threshold of
£615,278 and therefore this was treated as an exemption and not a breach

Summary FY 2019/20

Qtr. 1

Qtr. 2

Qtr. 3

Total number. of exemptions registered

6

12

8

26

Total number. of exemptions cancelled during process

0

1

0

1

Lowest value exemption

£41,688

£40,000

£20,000

Highest value exemption

£378,996*

£492,676**

£150,000

1

2

2

5

Total value of retrospective exemptions

£41,688

£134,000

£166,143

£341,831

Total value of all exemptions

£815,448

£1,525,158

£656,215

£2,996,821

Total no. of exemptions raised retrospectively

Qtr. 4

* CHILDREN'S SERVICES - Progress to Excellence falls under £615,278 threshold for Social and other specific services (Light Touch Regime)
** CHASC - Home from hospital service falls under £615,278 threshold for social care contracts

Total

Appendix 1 – Data Tables
Fig. 2 - Exemptions by Risk
Exemptions are assessed by Procurement, S151 Monitoring Officer and where required Finance and Legal.
Summary of all Exemption to Standing Orders registered during Complete Fiscal Year 18/19 and Q1-Q3 2019/20

Summary Complete Fiscal Year 2018/19

Qtr. 2

Qtr. 3

Qtr. 4

Total

Total no. of exemptions registered

4

3

3

5

15

Total no. of exemptions cancelled during process

1

0

0

0

1

Total no. of exemptions categorised as Low risk (excludes cancellations)

3

3

3

2

11

Total no. of exemptions categorised as Medium risk (excludes cancellations)

0

0

0

3

3

Total no. of exemptions categorised as High risk

0

0

0

0

0

Qtr. 1

Qtr. 2

Qtr. 3

Qtr. 4

Total

Total no. of exemptions registered

6

12

8

26

Total no. of exemptions cancelled during process

0

1

0

1

Total no. of exemptions categorised as Low risk (excludes cancellations)

5

10

7

22

Total no. of exemptions categorised as Medium risk (excludes cancellations)

1

1

1

3

Total no. of exemptions categorised as High risk

0

0

0

0

24

Qtr. 1

Summary Fiscal Year 2019/20
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Fig.3 - Exemptions by Service Area
Complete Fiscal Year 2018/19 and complete Q1 – 3 FY 2019/20 (excludes cancelled Exemptions)
Exemptions to Contract Standing Orders by Service
Area (April 2018 – March 2019)

No. Low /
Medium
Risk

No.
High
Risk

Exemptions to Contract Standing Orders by Service
Area Q1-Q3 2019-20

No. Low /
Medium
Risk

25

CHASC - Strategic Commissioning
CHASC - Transformation
CHILDREN'S SERVICES - School
commissioning
CSCL - Children's Strategic Commissioning

1
1

CHASC - Direct Care & Support Services
CHASC - Integrated Commissioning

1
2

1

CHASC - Quality, Standards & Performance

1

1

1

RESOURCES - Facilities Management

1

RESOURCES - Finance Operations
RESOURCES - Learning, Skills & Prevention
RESOURCES - Procurement
TEE - Client Transport
TEE - Energy

2
1
1
2
1

CHASC - Strategic Commissioning
CHILDREN'S SERVICES - Children in Care
Commissioning
CHILDREN'S SERVICES - Education
RESOURCES - Business Assurance
RESOURCES - Communications
RESOURCES - Customer
RESOURCES - HR & OD Consultancy

TEE - Environment

1

RESOURCES - Legal Services

1

TEE - Waste Management

1

RESOURCES - Pensions & Investments

1

RESOURCES - Property & Assets

1

RESOURCES - Property FM

2

RESOURCES - Property Services

1

RESOURCES - Technology Services

2

TEE - Business Improvement
TEE - Strategic Planning & Infrastructure

1

TOTAL

14

0

TEE - Waste Management

TOTAL
Page 7 of 8

1
1
1
1
3
2

1
1

25

No.
High
Risk

Appendix 1 – Data Tables
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Introduction
1. The Business Assurance Team is responsible for implementing the Council’s
Assurance and Risk Strategy through delivery of work programmes covering the
following areas of activity:

 Risk Management;
 Internal Audit;
 Counter Fraud; and
 Assurance.

2. This report outlines the Internal Audit, Risk Management and Assurance work being
undertaken by the Business Assurance Team for the year ending 31 March 2020. The
Council continues to works towards a combined assurance model, with Internal Audit
operating as the third line of assurance. The first line of assurance is achieved by the
management controls and systems, and the second line of assurance from the
Professional Leads monitoring the key governance frameworks such as finance, HR
and IT. The model continues to operate the governance reporting process during
2019/20, which will include reporting to the Business Unit Boards, Corporate
Management Team, Audit Board and the Regulatory and Audit Committee.

3. The 2019/20 Internal Audit, Risk Management and Assurance work plans were
produced with reference to the Strategic and Business Unit Risk Registers and
informed through discussion with the Senior Leadership Team for each Business Unit.
Quarterly meetings with the Business Units, and the Statutory Officers Group continue
to take place to ensure that the plan is kept under continuous review to reflect
emerging risks and priorities across the Council.

4. Delivery of the Business Assurance work plan helps ensure that there is an
appropriate governance and control framework in place and that risk management is
embedded across the Council.

3
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5. In quarter three the team continued to progress with the current year plan and any
pressures/changes have been discussed and agreed at the Audit Board. The changes
made to the approved plan have been due to unplanned investigations and reactive
audit activity, including unitary assurance work placing constraints on the Business
Assurance Team.

6. The risk management work plans have been progressing, as the team continues to
deliver training across the services; and to co-ordinate the combined assurance
reporting which includes monitoring and reviewing the completeness of the
management control, (first line of assurance) and the professional lead statements,
(second line of assurance). Quarterly updates are also produced for each of the
Business Units.

7. Counter-fraud remains a key responsibility for the Business Assurance Team to lead
on, and the focus has been on overseeing the investigation of NFI data matches,
responding to referrals of suspected fraud and financial irregularity, and delivery of
fraud awareness training across the Council.

4
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Resources
8. The Business Assurance Team (BAT) is currently carrying one vacancy which is being
backfilled through a secondment arrangement. The audit activity is delivered through a
mixed economy approach of an in-house team and an outsourced arrangement with
Mazars via the APEX London Audit Framework agreement. One Senior Auditor is
seconded into the Senior Business Assurance Officer role to cover for maternity leave
and this post is being backfilled through outsourcing arrangement. Mazars are also
supporting the BAT in the delivery of IT and other specialist audits.

9. The Strategic Insurance Team (4.6FTE) also sits under the management of the Head
of Business Assurance, however work delivered by this service is not reported as part
of the Business Assurance Team and is managed and overseen separately.

Head of Business
Assurance
Maggie Gibb

Strategic Insurance
Team
4.6FTE

Audit Manager
Selina Harlock

Audit and Fraud
Manager
Michael Frost

Senior Business
Assurance Officer
Caroline Jenkins
(Covering Maternity Leave)

Senior Auditors
(2.6FTE)
Alex Prestridge
(secondee)
Mary-Anne Stanford
1 FTE vacant

Business Assurance
Graduate
Helen Siegieda

5
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Risk Management
10. Following the successful implementation a new Pentana landing page for Children’s
Services in July 2019, a new Pentana landing page has now been rolled out for the
remaining Business Units. This new landing page will allow easier navigation to the
risk / audit / performance sections in Pentana. The new landing page also has a ‘My
Responsibilities’ section so individuals can now easily locate risks / risks actions / audit
actions / performance indicators assigned to them.

11. The Business Assurance Team has continued to ensure that risk management and the
use of the Corporate Risk Management system remains embedded across the
organisation. With the support from the Risk Champions network, we continue to
make sure that new risks are identified where appropriate, risks are regularly reviewed
and risks are escalated though the appropriate channels where required and in a
timely manner. Regular reporting also continues to be provided to the Corporate
Management Team; Business Unit Boards and the Risk Management Group.

12. In quarter three the team has also been supporting a number of council-wide
programmes. Work undertaken includes the review of the iCares Project Risk and
Issues Management Strategy Plan; and supporting the Unitary Programme Boards
and workstreams by reviewing the identified risks and descriptions.

6
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Internal Audit and Counter Fraud
Internal Audit
13. The Internal Audit Function, supported by Mazars (through the APEX London Audit
Framework) has been progressing with the delivery of the approved 2019/20 audit
assignments. For quarters one, two and three the team have completed 15 audits
(included nine which were “carried forward” audits reported as part of the Chief
Internal Auditor’s Annual Report), 14 grant validation reviews (including two school
grants reviews which were delivered as part of the traded service); nine audits are
currently at draft report stage; and a further eight audits are in-progress.

14. Whilst we have an agreed Internal Audit plan which was approved as part of the
Business Assurance Strategy, we continue to apply a fluid approach in the delivery of
the plan. The Internal Audit activity is continuously reviewed and amended as required
and remains flexible to react to emerging issues/ risks.
15. Unitary priorities and fraud investigations continue to have substantial impact on the
Business Assurance Team; and the Internal Audit Plan is continuously being reviewed
and updated to reflect the demand on the team resources as well as the services. In
particular the Head of Business Assurance is heavily involved in the Risk and
Assurance workstream and one Audit Manager is supporting the Finance workstream.
Any changes to the audit plan that are requested by the services or are as a result of
resourcing pressures within the Business Assurance Team are presented to the Audit
Board for approval prior to being reflected on the plan.
16. The Audit Board, chaired by the Director of Finance and Procurement (S151), met on
22 January 2020 and reviewed progress against the Business Assurance Strategy, in
particular delivery of the Internal Audit Plan. The Board considered and approved the
requests for deferring some audit activity and the resulting impact on resourcing the
current plan.

7
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17. The Internal Audit Plan was reviewed with consideration of unplanned activity, and the
priority was agreed for each of the remaining audits as follows:
CRITICAL

Audit activity to progress as planned

MEDIUM

Audit activity to be reviewed in Q4 in response to unitary priorities

LOW

Audit activity to be cancelled

18. Any changes to the original 2019/20 Internal Audit Plan are included in the table at
Appendix 1 as follows:
Deferred/cancelled audits (as agreed by Audit Board)
New audits (as agreed by Audit Board)
Counter Fraud
19. The Statutory Officers Group met on 5th February 2020 to discuss the current
investigations/whistleblowing cases. The detailed report is attached at Appendix 3
(private paper).

20. Work continues on the National Fraud Initiative (NFI). The Counter Fraud Team
continues to work with various teams to facilitate and manage workloads in each work
stream. The Business Assurance Graduate Project Officer has completed most of this
work and has supported resource stretched departments in investigating the potential
irregularities. The current NFI results are as follows (number of matches investigated
in brackets):

Closed/completed


54

Pensions to Payroll (175)



55

Pensions to Payroll (242)



58

Pensions to Injury Benefits (1)



66

Payroll to Payroll (43)



67.1

Payroll to Payroll - Phone Number (5)



68.1

Payroll to Payroll - Phone Number (5)



78

Payroll to Pensions (10)



170

Blue Badge Parking Permit to Blue Badge Parking Permit (13)



170.1

Blue Badge Parking Permit to Blue Badge Parking Permit (1)

8
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172.1

Blue Badge Parking Permit to Benefits Agency Deceased Persons

(1505)


700

Duplicate Creditors by Creditor Reference (33)



701

Duplicate Creditors by Creditor Name (390)



703

Duplicate Creditors by Bank Account Number (372)

Open and Pending Completion/Closure


Private Residential Care Homes;



Personal Budgets; and



Creditors.

21. A total of 515 Blue Badges have been cancelled through work on the NFI. This
equates to a total potential saving to the council of £296,125. The NFI equate the
savings of £575 per Blue Badge cancelled in lost parking revenue. The blue badge
focus is ongoing and is being managed by the counter fraud team. The Business
Assurance Graduate Project Officer has been shortlisted for an Annual Workplace
Hero award in recognition of the outstanding work she has completed in this area.

22. Included with match number 172.1 is a prosecution case picked up by our Graduate
Project Officer. This case is being run and supported as a joint working prosecution
case with our colleagues at WDC. The case was originally picked up as a false Blue
Badge renewal claim from a deceased person. Investigations have led to further
multiple offences such as but not limited to; identity fraud, false declarations, two
National Insurance Numbers and various benefit fraud offences. Discussions with the
Legal Services Team are ongoing.
23. Proactive fraud awareness sessions continue to be held across the county with the
team trying to reach as many departments and business units as possible. The team
present fraud training focusing on the definitions of fraud, bribery and corruption and
promote the Whistleblowing hotline. Requests for presentations have increased to at
least five per month, reaching as far afield in the county as Black Park (more sessions
requested to accommodate all staff) and other country parks. The take up and
feedback has been positive with an increase in referrals and Whistleblowing. Eight
members of staff have raised concerns over various issues requesting whistleblower
status. These are being managed with the support of various departments and HR.
9
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Internal Audit Activity 2019/20 Progress Update Report:
Allocated
Days

Audit Scope

Status

Overall Opinion

12

Final
Report
(Partial)

A Partial level of assurance has been given because of
the key issues that have been raised in this report,
including five high priority and four medium priority
management actions. Please refer to appendix 1.2 for a
summary of key findings noted.

12

Draft
Report

The audit findings are currently being discussed with
process owners and management actions are being
agreed to address the identified findings.

12

Draft
Report

The audit findings are currently being discussed with
process owners and management actions are being
agreed to address the identified findings.

Resources
HR Income
HR services are marketed and sold to external organisations by the Business
Development team on behalf of HR. The billing process is carried out by the Business
Support Team and HR income is processed by the Accounts Receivable Team. HR
services that generate income for the Council include Payroll Operations, Employee
Relations, Occupational Health, courses and ad hoc services including recruitment
and DBS checks. For 2018/19 BCC received £2.8m of income for HR services
provided to external organisations. The majority of this comes from schools for
services purchased through the Council’s Shop4Support portal. Other customers who
buy the Council’s HR services include construction/maintenance companies, social
care providers and charities. The audit is reviewed the following risk areas; Policies
and Procedures, Governance Arrangements, SLA with customers, Billing, Income
Collection, Income Reconciliations, Monitoring and Reporting of Income and Risk
Management.

38
K2 System Application Audit (IT Audit)
K2 is a Corporate Asset Management system that is used by the Property, Projects,
Strategic Assets and Strategic Programmes Teams for management of corporate
assets. The system manages capital and revenue asset activities including recording
work orders for each asset and the associated approvals to enable payment of
invoices. The system interfaces with SAP and reconciliations between the two
systems are undertaken on ensure that there are no discrepancies. The audit will
evaluate the effectiveness of the controls in place for the following risk areas;
Application Management and Governance, System Security, Interface Controls and
Processing, Data Input, Data Output, Change Controls, System Resilience and
Recovery and Support Arrangements.
Respond System Application Audit (IT Audit)
Respond is a relatively new system that was primarily procured to manage corporate
complaints. The system is also used for other purposes such as; the management of
FOI requests and SARS. The audit will evaluate the effectiveness of the controls in
place for the following risk areas; Application Management and Governance, System
Security, Interface Controls and Processing, Data Input, Data Output, Change
Controls, System Resilience and Recovery and Support Arrangements.

Allocated
Days

Audit Scope

Status

Overall Opinion

Final
Report

It should be noted that the 2019/20 assurance opinion is
based on the follow-up work only as this review did not reassess all of the control processes relating to Client
Charging in the Finance Assessments Team. We have
placed reliance on the 2018/19 work in respect of risk
assessment and controls testing where the controls were
previously judged to be operating effectively. The overall
conclusion for this review is Reasonable. The Financial
Assessments Team has made efforts to make the
necessary changes to address the control weaknesses
highlighted in the 2018/19 audit review. However there
are a few outstanding actions that have not been fully
implemented, please refer to appendix 1.2 for a summary
of key findings noted.

Resources

Client Charging Follow-Up
In 2018/19 a limited level of assurance was given because of the issues that were
identified, including five high and two medium priority management actions. The
follow-up work covered the arrangements currently in place and the areas of controls
that were previously found to be weak or ineffective to provide assurance. These
include; Policies and Procedures, Streams of Income and Activity Monitoring,
Financial Assessments, Charging for Services and Management Information.

39

Corporate Debt Management
Prompt and full collection of monies owed is crucial to ensure that the Council has
sufficient cash flow in order to carry outs its activities and duties. The profile of
outstanding debt has been significantly raised throughout the organisation and
progress to manage the outstanding debt is being closely monitored by the Corporate
Management Team (CMT) and the Regulatory and Audit Committee. The objective of
the audit is to assess the management and control processes in place, relating to the
Business Units’ approach to debt recovery in line with the Council’s Corporate Debt
Strategy.

5

(Reasonable)

15

Draft
Report

The audit findings are currently being discussed with
process owners and management actions are being
agreed to address the identified findings.

TEE
LEP Growth Hub Fund (Grant Validation Review)
For the year 2018/19 a £287,000 grant was received from Business, Energy and
Industrial Strategy (BEIS) to support the further development of Growth Hubs. The
review verified that the amount claimed was correct to expenditure. The review also
involved taking a sample of transactions to ensure that the costs claimed were
eligible under the grant conditions.
Bus Subsidy Grant
The Local Authority received £464,608 ring-fenced revenue funding in May 2018 for
FY 2018/19. The grant is to be used for the supporting bus services or for the
provision of infrastructure supporting such services.
The grant review will verify that the grant has been used for eligible expenditure
under the grant conditions.

3

3

Completed

Completed

In accordance with grant conditions we confirmed that
monies were expended to cover those eligible costs as
specified in the grant offer letter.

In accordance with grant conditions we confirmed that
monies were expended to cover those eligible costs as
specified in the grant offer letter.

Allocated
Days

Audit Scope

Status

Overall Opinion

TEE
Bus Subsidy Grant
The Local Authority received £464,608 ring-fenced revenue funding in May 2018 for
FY 2018/19. The grant is to be used for the supporting bus services or for the
provision of infrastructure supporting such services.
The grant review will verify that the grant has been used for eligible expenditure
under the grant conditions.
Pot Hole Action Fund and Flood Resilience Fund
BCC received £593,292 capital funding to help repair potholes and to protect local
roads from severe weather.
The grant review will verify that the grant has been used for eligible expenditure
under the grant conditions.

40

Safer Roads Fund
BCC received £879,000 from DfT for FY 2018/19 following a successful bid for the
funds in 2017.
The grant review will verify that the grant has been used for eligible expenditure
under the grant conditions.
Additional Highway Maintenance
The Local Authority received £4,645,000 capital funding in November 2018 for FY
2018/19. The funding is for local highways maintenance, including the repair of
potholes, to keep local bridges and structures open and safe, as well as to help aid in
other minor highways works that may be needed.
The grant review will verify that the grant has been used for eligible expenditure
under the grant conditions.
National Productivity Investment Fund
For FY 2018/19 through Local Transport Capital Block Funding Grant Determination
BCC received the first instalment payment of £1,517,760 in April 2018; and the
second instalment of £890,500 was received in September 2018. The funding is for
the A418 corridor improvements and for the A40 London Road improvements.
The grant review will verify that the grant has been used for eligible expenditure
under the grant conditions.

3

3

3

3

3

Completed

Completed

Completed

Completed

Completed

In accordance with grant conditions we confirmed that
monies were expended to cover those eligible costs as
specified in the grant offer letter.

In accordance with grant conditions we confirmed that
monies were expended to cover those eligible costs as
specified in the grant offer letter.

In accordance with grant conditions we confirmed that
monies were expended to cover those eligible costs as
specified in the grant offer letter.

In accordance with grant conditions we confirmed that
monies were expended to cover those eligible costs as
specified in the grant offer letter.

In accordance with grant conditions we confirmed that
monies were expended to cover those eligible costs as
specified in the grant offer letter.

Allocated
Days

Audit Scope

Status

Overall Opinion

TEE

41

TfB (Cost Modelling)
TfB is an integrated service delivery organisation consisting of Buckinghamshire
County Council (BCC) and Ringway Jacobs working collaboratively to manage
th
maintain and improve Buckinghamshire’s transport network. 2019/20 is a 10 year of
this arrangement. The budget given to TfB is determined by the BCC’s Medium Term
Financial Plan (MTFP) and TfB works with the BCC to agree a service level, cost of
the services agreed, prioritizing works, and bidding for funding. The total capital
budget for 2019-20 is just over £24.6 million and the total revenue budget is over
£16.4 million. The audit will review the following risk areas: Build up, Forecasting,
Management of Budget Variances, Internal Sign Off, Change Control and Reporting.
.
Routewise System Application Audit (IT Audit)
The Routewise system holds all Client Transport information; this includes the client
details (journey details) and the contract information (taxi or bus contract with
expected costs and period of transport provision). Client Transport includes home to
school transport, transport for Special Educational Needs (SEN) pupils, transport
required for children in the care of the Local Authority and vulnerable adults requiring
transport as required by Adult Social Care. The system interfaces with SAP to enable
payments to be made to the providers. The audit will evaluate the effectiveness of the
controls in place for the following risk areas; Application Management and
Governance, System Security, Interface Controls and Processing, Data Input, Data
Output, Change Controls, System Resilience and Recovery and Support
Arrangements.

15

Fieldwork
In-Progress

12

Fieldwork
In-Progress

10

Draft
Report

Testing is still being undertaken.

Testing is still being undertaken.

Home to School Transport

The objective of this review was to carry out an independent assessment of
the control processes and arrangements in place over the aspects which are
believed to have contributed to the disruption of the service.
The audit findings are currently being discussed with
process owners and management actions are being
agreed to address the identified findings.

Allocated
Days

Audit Scope

Status

Overall Opinion

Children’s Services
Panels Audit
There are five main Children’s Panels held on a regular basis which are supported by
a number of supplementary and ad-hoc panels. Children’s Panels are tasked with
making advisory decisions to support Social Care, Education and Health needs for
children placed in the Council’s care. The services served by the panels had a
combined budget of £41 million in 2018-19, the largest of which is the Children’s Care
Service with a budget of £27 million. The audit review will focus on the Resources
Panel as a significant proportion of the services budget is spent supporting the
Children that go through this panel. The audit will evaluate the effectiveness of the
controls in place for the following risk areas; Policies and Procedures, Governance,
Referrals to Panel, Compliance with Panel Processes and Panel Decisions.
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10

Fieldwork
In-Progress

Testing is still being undertaken.

Commissioning of Residential Placements
This audit work will focus on the commissioned placements (children’s homes and
residential schools) and exclude foster care placements and any other noncommissioned placements. It should also be noted that this work will not cover the
panel process as it will be covered as part of a separate audit. For the purpose of this
audit, we will assess whether the placement decisions are supported by the panel
approval but we will not be examining how the panel arrives at their decisions.

20

Fieldwork
In-Progress

Testing is still being undertaken.

Budget Management
The objective of the audit is to assess the management and control processes in
place, relating to the management of Children’s Services’ budget. The audit will
evaluate the effectiveness of the controls in place for the following risk areas; Roles
and Responsibilities, Policies and Procedures, Spend Data, Budget Monitoring and
Forecasting, Management of Budget Variances and Reporting.

10

Fieldwork
In-Progress

Testing is still being undertaken.

10

Draft
Report

SEND EP Processes Review
Educational Psychologists (EPs) are key contributors to help enable the
development of an effective Education Health and Care Plan (EHCP). EPs have a
statutory role on providing advice and information to the Council for children and
young people with special educational needs and/or disability (SEND), and are
undergoing a statutory needs assessment (Reg 6 (1) (d) SEND Regulations 2014).
The SEND service currently have a recovery plan in place which identifies a number
of actions that the service are implementing to make the processes compliant with
statutory requirements, efficient and effective in its service provision. In order to
facilitate in the identification of further process improvements, Internal Audit have
been commissioned to undertake a review of the EPs processes.

The audit findings are currently being discussed with
process owners and management actions are being
agreed to address the identified findings.

Allocated
Days

Audit Scope

Status

Overall Opinion

Children’s Services
Legal Spend
During 2018/19, £3.1M (£1.9M for hours in value and £1.2M for disbursements) was
spent on the legal costs for Children’s Services. The objective of this audit is to
examine the internal process in respect of accessing, monitoring and tracking legal
advice. The scope of this audit includes, but is not limited to, the following key risk
areas of legal costs for Children’s Services: Policies and Procedures, Referrals,
Initiation and Expectation, Monitoring and Tracking of Referred Cases, Forecasting
Legal Costs on Referred Cases.
Schools Thematic Audit Programme – Quainton CofE Combined School
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Following a review of key systems and process, including an evaluation of prior
school audit findings, we selected the HR and Payroll processes as the theme for our
19/20 audit review. Internal Audit carried out a risk assessment and evaluated all LA
schools by the following key areas; SFVS returns, high spend on additional payroll
costs (e.g. overtime), forecasting, high spend on agency and ‘professional services,
high % volume of starters and leavers. The outcomes of this assessment resulted in
the identification of a sample of schools that will be reviewed as part of the 19/20
agreed theme. The scope of the audit includes the following risk areas; HR
Governance, Recruitment and Performance, Payroll and Data Security.

15

6

Fieldwork
In-Progress

Final
Report
(Reasonable)

Schools Thematic Audit Programme – Grendon Underwood Combined School
The scope of the audit includes the following risk areas; HR Governance,
Recruitment and Performance, Payroll and Data Security.

6

Final
Report
(Reasonable)

Testing is still being undertaken.

The Quainton Church of England School HR Processes
Audit provided a Reasonable level of assurance. There is
a good system of internal control in place which should
ensure objectives are generally achieved, but some
issues were identified. Please refer to appendix 1.2 for a
summary of key findings noted.

The Grendon Underwood Combined School HR
Processes Audit provided a Reasonable level of
assurance. There is a good system of internal control in
place which should ensure objectives are generally
achieved, but some issues have been raised from the
review undertaken. Please refer to appendix 1.2 for a
summary of key findings noted.

Schools Thematic Audit Programme – St Michael CofE Combines School
The scope of the audit includes the following risk areas; HR Governance,
Recruitment and Performance, Payroll and Data Security.
6

Draft
Report

The audit findings are currently being discussed with
process owners and management actions are being
agreed to address the identified findings.

Allocated
Days

Audit Scope

Status

Overall Opinion

Children’s Services
Schools Thematic Audit Programme – Millbrooke Combined School
The scope of the audit includes the following risk areas; HR Governance,
Recruitment and Performance, Payroll and Data Security.

Schools Thematic Audit Programme – Iver Village Infant School
The scope of the audit includes the following risk areas; HR Governance,
Recruitment and Performance, Payroll and Data Security.

6

6

Draft
Report

The audit findings are currently being discussed with
process owners and management actions are being
agreed to address the identified findings.

Final
Report

The Iver Village Infant School HR Processes Audit
provided a Reasonable level of assurance. There is a
good system of internal control in place which should
ensure objectives are generally achieved, but eight audit
issues were identified. Please refer to appendix 1.2 for a
summary of key findings noted.

(Reasonable)

Schools Audit Programme – William Harding Combined School
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The Head Teacher was new in post September and has requested an audit
review of the financial management and procedures at the school. The audit
reviewed the key financial risk areas within the school including governance
and data security.
Schools Thematic Audit Programme – East Claydon School
The scope of the audit includes the following risk areas; HR Governance,
Recruitment and Performance, Payroll and Data Security.

8

Draft
Report

6

Fieldwork
In-Progress

N/A
The audit findings are currently being discussed with
process owners and management actions are being
agreed to address the identified findings.

N/A
Testing is still being undertaken.

Families First Claims – Claim 1
The Troubled Families Programme is supporting families with multiple and complex
problems; changing lives and services for the better. The programme uses the
payments by results methodology, such that the Local Authority is able to claim funds
based on the outcomes achieved. In May 2019 the claim made was for:
55 families making Significant and Sustained Progress’ £44,000
19 families who have moved off benefits and into ‘Continuous Employment’ £15,200.
Total claim of £59,200.
The audit review verified that the amount claimed was correct to expenditure. The
review also involved taking a sample of transactions to ensure that the costs claimed
were eligible under the grant conditions.

3

Completed

Assurance Opinion is N/A
In accordance with grant conditions we confirmed that
monies were expended to cover those eligible costs as
specified in the grant offer letter.

Allocated
Days

Audit Scope

Status

Overall Opinion

Children’s Services
Families First Claims – Claim 2
The Troubled Families Programme is supporting families with multiple and complex
problems; changing lives and services for the better. The programme uses the
payments by results methodology, such that the Local Authority is able to claim funds
based on the outcomes achieved. In June 2019 the claim made was for:
82 families making ‘Significant and Sustained Progress’ £65,600
9 families who have moved off benefits and into ‘Continuous Employment’ £7,200.
Total claim of £72,800
The audit review verified that the amount claimed was correct to expenditure. The
review also involved taking a sample of transactions to ensure that the costs claimed
were eligible under the grant conditions.
Families First Claims – Claim 3
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Based on our verification work we can provide assurance that the families on the
results based claim for September 2019 are valid and should be approved
accordingly.
This current claim is for:
85 families under Sustained and Significant Progress (SSP) 85 x £800 = £68,000
8 families under Continuous Employment (CE) 8 x £800 = £6,400
1 family under Subsequent Continuous Employment (CE+) = £0 (there is no payment
as the family was on a previous SSP claim but these families are recorded to indicate
that further progress has been made.)
Total financial claim for 93 families @ £800 each = £74,400

3

3

Completed

Completed

In accordance with grant conditions we confirmed that
monies were expended to cover those eligible costs as
specified in the grant offer letter.

In accordance with grant conditions we confirmed that
monies were expended to cover those eligible costs as
specified in the grant offer letter.

Families First Claims – Claim 4
Based on our verification work we can provide assurance that the families on the
results based claim for September 2019 are valid and should be approved
accordingly.
This current claim is for:
52 families under Sustained and Significant Progress (SSP) 52 x £800 = £41,600
11 families under Continuous Employment (CE) 11 x £800 = £8,800
1 family under Subsequent Continuous Employment (CE+) = £0 (there is no payment
as the family was on a previous SSP claim but these families are recorded to indicate
that further progress has been made.)
Total financial claim for 63 families @ £800 each = £50,400

3

Completed

In accordance with grant conditions we confirmed that
monies were expended to cover those eligible costs as
specified in the grant offer letter.

Allocated
Days

Audit Scope

Status

Overall Opinion

Children’s Services
Families First Claims – Claim 5
Based on our verification work we can provide assurance that the families on the
results based claim for December 2019 are valid and should be approved
accordingly. The current claim window will include the October review and December
review figures.
December 2019 claim numbers are:
50 families under Sustained and Significant Progress (SSP) 50 (x £800) = £40,000
4 families under Continuous Employment (CE) 4 (x £800) = £3,200
Combined with the October 2019 figures, the totals for this claim window are:
Sustained and Significant Progress (SSP) 102 (x £800) = £81,600
Continuous Employment (CE) 15 (x £800) = £12,000
Continuous Employment Plus (CE+) (there is no payment as the family was on a
previous SSP claim but these families are recorded to indicate that further progress
has been made) Total Payment by Results (PbR) = £93,600

3

Completed

In accordance with grant conditions we confirmed that
monies were expended to cover those eligible costs as
specified in the grant offer letter.

CHASC
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Implementation of Medications Policy (Commissioned Services)
Medicines support is any support that enables a person to manage their medicines.
In practical terms, this covers; prompting or reminding people to take their medicines;
helping people remove medicines from packaging; and administering some or all of a
person's medicines. For services that are commissioned by Buckinghamshire County
Council (BCC), they should have robust medicines support processes in place; that
medicines are administered safely and appropriately following the National Institute
for Health and Care Excellence (NICE). The scope of the audit included the following
risk areas; Medications Policy and Procedures, Recording of Medications, Training of
Staff, Storage, Monitoring Compliance against the Medications Policy; and Concerns
and Incidents with Medications.
Income Processes
The main source of income for CHASC include library fees, non-residential charges,
residential charges, Centre for Buckinghamshire Studies and Registration Services.
In 2018-19, the planned income for CHASC was £35M. In order to ensure that
CHASC collects all of the income that is due from the services offered, it is important
that a robust income process is maintained. The scope of the audit will include the
following risk areas; Policies and Procedures, Customer Data Maintenance, Record
of Income Generating Activities, Invoicing and Client Debt Management.

12

Final
Report
(Partial)

10

Fieldwork
In-Progress

The Medications Policy (for Commissioned Services)
Audit is concerned with the Council’s processes to ensure
that the care providers’ medications management is in
accordance with the expected standards and guidance. A
Partial level of assurance has been given because of the
key issues that have been raised in this report, including
three high and seven medium priority findings. Please
refer to appendix 1.2 for a summary of key findings noted.

Testing is still being undertaken.

Allocated
Days

Audit Scope

Status

Overall Opinion

CHASC
Virtual Wallet
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Direct Payments are provided to individuals to enable them to gain independence,
flexibility, choice and control over how they meet their assessed eligible care needs.
There are three ways in which a Direct Payment can be paid: through transfer to a
bank account set up by the service user, via a pre-paid card issued on behalf of the
Council or through an online Virtual Wallet account. As of March 2019, 60% of the
Council’s Direct Payment service users received their Direct Payment through the
Virtual Wallet system. The Virtual Wallet provider, PCG, holds the funds on behalf of
Direct Payment recipients in a client bank account. The account can be managed by
the client, their representative or the Virtual Wallet team. The service user’s care
schedule is entered onto the system showing who is providing the care, when and
how much it costs. The Council has responsibility for ensuring that an individual’s
care needs are assessed appropriately, a Care Plan is in place and that the Virtual
Wallet Direct Payment is spent to meet the identified needs.

15

Draft
Report

The audit findings are currently being discussed with
process owners and management actions are being
agreed to address the identified findings.

Budget Management
The Adult Social Care budget need is growing to reflect demographic changes. In
particular there is an increased life expectancy with a linked increase in complexity of
need and an increase in the numbers of people who have paid for their own care but
have depleted their funds. For Adult Social Care in 2018-19 the planned spend was
£132M (38.4% of the Council total). For 2019-20, this has been increased to £136M.
For Community Services the planned spend was £9.04M in 2018-19 and £9M in
2019-20, a reduction was required to meet the Council’s needs to prioritise spend in
other areas such as adult social care. The audit work focused on the Adult Social
Care budget given the high level of spend and the controls in the following risk areas
were reviewed; Roles and Responsibilities, Policies and Procedures, Spend Data,
Budget Monitoring and Forecasting, Management of Budget Variances and
Reporting.

10

Final
Report
(Partial)

A Partial level of assurance had been given based on the
control processes and key issues verified during the
fieldwork, as well as the overall budget performance of
CHASC where the service is forecasting a significant
overspend at the end of 2019/20. Please refer to appendix
1.2 for a summary of key findings noted.

Allocated
Days

Audit Scope

Status

Overall Opinion

CHASC
Deprivation of Liberty Safeguard (DoLS)
DoLS ensures people who cannot consent to their care arrangements in a care home
or hospital are protected (i.e. kept safe from harm) if those arrangements deprive
them of their liberty. Arrangements are assessed to check they are necessary and in
the person’s best interests. Representation and the right to challenge a deprivation
are other safeguards that are part of DoLS. It was noted that prior to 2014, BCC was
completing assessments and making authorisations within the required timescales.
However since 2014, there has been an increase of referrals that has led to a
backlog of assessments and authorisations being made. This is a national issue
amongst many other local authorities. The scope of the audit included the following
risk areas; DoLS Referrals, Monitoring of DoLS, DoLS Authorisations, DoLS Training
and Checks for Assessors, DoLS Record Keeping.

10

Final
Report
(Partial)

The DoLS Audit examined the Council’s processes to
ensure that the DoLS standard authorisation requests are
administered in accordance with the expected standards,
guidance and legislation. A Partial level of assurance has
been given because of the backlog of referrals and the
number of referrals that are not meeting the statutory
timeframe. However, this is a national issue and it is
important to recognise that within the level of resource
currently available, there was evidence of good practice
and an adequate level of controls in respect of the
process operated by the Council’s DoLS team. Please
refer to appendix 1.2 for a summary of key findings noted.
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Note; Appendix 2.1 is included in the private papers in accordance with paragraph 3 of Part 1 of Schedule 12A of the Local Government Act 1972.

Internal Audit - Management Actions
24. All of the BUs continue to engage with the audit process, and were in full agreement with
the actions raised to improve the control environment. All audit actions are closely
monitored through the Council’s Corporate Audit Action Tracker (Pentana), and progress
is reported on a quarterly basis to the BU SLT/Board meetings and CMT Budget Board. All
limited and partial assurance audit areas are subject to a detailed follow-up audit during
the following financial year to obtain evidence that the weaknesses have been addressed.
Should there be any delays in implementing the actions, or any other concerns brought to
the attention of Internal Audit, then these will be escalated to the Service Directors and
Executive Directors as appropriate.

25. The current status of audit actions is as follows; a total of 481 management actions have
been raised on the system, of which 422 have been completed (88%), 59 (12%) are open
and are in progress.

26. The responsible officers continue to take accountability for implementing the audit actions.
In quarter four the Business Assurance Team will be reviewing all open management
actions to determine if they will still be relevant for the new organisation. We anticipate that
the majority of the actions that are open within the Resources Business Unit will be closed
as these actions relate to finance processes that are being reviewed as part of the unitary
readiness. Action owners will be reminded to complete open actions prior to the end of the
financial year, however for actions relating to CHASC and Children’s where process will
largely remain the same we will continue to monitor these and carry them forward into the
new organisation. The status of ALL (FY 2017/18 to date) audit actions in the Pentana
Risk, Audit and Performance System is summarised below and Appendix 2 (private paper)
provides the detailed summary of all the management actions that are outstanding:
CHASC

CS

Resources

TEE

In Progress

14

17

27

1

Completed

58

128

212

24

Total

72

145

239

25

*Status as at 5 February 2020

Maggie Gibb,
Head of Business Assurance (and Chief Internal Auditor)
February 2020
21
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APPENDIX 1
Regulatory & Audit Committee February 2020 - Progress against 2019/20 Internal Audit Plan

Audit

Timing

Progress as at 15 January 2020

Priority as agreed at Audit
Board January 2020

Cross Cutting
National Fraud Initiative

Q1-Q4

On-going

CRITICAL

Pro-Active Anti-Fraud Activity (incl. Continuous Auditing)

Q1-Q4

On-going

CRITICAL

Contract Audits

Q3-Q4

Fieldwork in progress

N/A
N/A

Debt Management

Q3

Draft Report

Governance

Q2

Deferred (agreed by Audit Board)

Unitary Transition

Q1-Q4

On-going

LOW
CRITICAL
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Resources
K2 System – Application Audit

Q2-Q3

Draft Report

N/A

HR Income

Q2-Q3

Final Report

N/A

Property and Capital Programme Governance

Q1

Deferred (agreed by Audit Board)

LOW

Procurements

Q1

Deferred (agreed by Audit Board)

LOW

Pensions

Q4

Planning in progress

MEDIUM

Key Financial Systems

Q4

Planning in progress

MEDIUM

Respond System – Application Audit

Q3-Q4

Draft Report

Information Management and Data Quality

Q4

Planning in progress

Client Charging Follow-up

Q3

Final Report

N/A
CRITICAL
N/A

Audit

Timing

Progress as at Progress as at 15 January 2020

Priority as agreed at Audit
Board January 2020

TEE
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Transport for Buckinghamshire (TfB) – Cost Modelling

Q4

Planning in progress

CRITICAL

LEP Governance

Q4

Planning in progress

CRITICAL

Safer Roads Fund Grant

Q2

Grant Verification complete

N/A

LEP Growth Hub

Q1

Grant Verification complete

N/A

Pot Hole Grant Fund

Q2

Grant Verification complete

N/A

Bus Subsidy Grants

Q2

Grant Verification complete

N/A

Additional Highway Maintenance

Q2

Grant Verification complete

N/A

Local Transport Capital Funding

Q3

Grant Verification complete

N/A

National Productivity Investment Fund

Q2

Grant Verification complete

N/A

Client Transport Deep Dive Review

Q4

Deferred (agreed by Audit Board)

Home to School Transport

Q3

Draft Report

N/A

Fieldwork in progress

N/A

Routewise System Audit

Q3-Q4

CRITICAL

CHASC
Implementation of Medications Policy (Commissioned
Services)

Q2-Q3

Final Report

N/A

Implementation of Medications Policy (In-house Services)

Q3/4

Deferred (agreed by Audit Board)

MEDIUM

Quality Assurance Framework (QAF)

Q3/4

Deferred (agreed by Audit Board)

CRITICAL

Q4

Deferred (agreed by Audit Board)

MEDIUM

Integrated Commissioning
Income Processes

Q3-Q4

Draft Report

N/A

Virtual Wallet

Q3

Final Management Letter

N/A

Budget Management

Q3

Final Report

N/A

Audit

Timing

Progress as at 15 January 2020

Priority as agreed at Audit
Board January 2020

CHASC
Deprivation of Liberty Safeguard (DoLS)

Q3

Final Report

N/A

CHC Follow-Up

Q3

Final Report

N/A

Seeleys Follow-Up

Q4

Planning in progress

CRITICAL

Children’s Services
Budget Management
Legal Spend

Q4

Fieldwork in progress

N/A

Q3-Q4

Fieldwork in progress

N/A
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Housing of Care Leavers

Q3

Deferred (agreed by Audit Board)

MEDIUM

Early Years 3/4yr entitlement

Q4

Deferred (agreed by Audit Board)

LOW

Families First – Claim 1
Families First – Claim 2
Families First – Claim 3
Families First – Claim 3
Families First – Claim 3

Q1
Q2
Q2
Q3
Q3

Safeguarding Board

Q4

Grant Verification completed
Grant Verification completed
Grant Verification completed
Grant Verification completed
Grant Verification completed
Defer to 19/20 as there is new statutory guidance
that has been introduced that is currently being
implemented and new chair was appointed August
2019, need to give him time to settle into the role.

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
CRITICAL

Schools – Thematic Audit Programme

Q2-Q4

Fieldwork in progress

N/A

Commissioning Residential Placements

Q3-Q4

Fieldwork in progress

N/A

Panels Audit

Q2-Q4

Fieldwork in progress

N/A

Draft Management Letter

N/A

SEND EP Process – Assurance Review (Requested by
Service)

Q3

Agenda Item 10
By virtue of paragraph(s) 3 of Part 1 of Schedule 12A
of the Local Government Act 1972.

Document is Restricted
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Agenda Item 11
By virtue of paragraph(s) 3 of Part 1 of Schedule 12A
of the Local Government Act 1972.

Document is Restricted
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Agenda Item 12
By virtue of paragraph(s) 3 of Part 1 of Schedule 12A
of the Local Government Act 1972.

Document is Restricted
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Agenda Item 12
By virtue of paragraph(s) 3 of Part 1 of Schedule 12A
of the Local Government Act 1972.

Document is Restricted
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By virtue of paragraph(s) 3 of Part 1 of Schedule 12A
of the Local Government Act 1972.

Document is Restricted
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